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New features for BIL's internet banking service 

 
 

July 12, 2014 – The internet banking service offered by Banque Internationale à 

Luxembourg (BIL) is now available in Luxembourgish and Portuguese, in addition to 

French, English, German and Dutch. BIL has also taken this opportunity to develop a 

new version of BILnet Mobile, which can now be accessed in Portuguese. 

 

On July 12, BIL launches the new version of its internet banking service, BILnet, 

making the service available in Luxembourgish and Portuguese. The BILnet Mobile 

app will also be available in Portuguese, making BIL the only bank on the local 

market to offer a banking application exclusively for speakers of Portuguese. 

 

This new feature, as well as the fact that Portuguese-speaking customers can now be 

served in their native language in nearly all our branches, further extends our range of 

multilingual services. 

 

The BILnet Mobile update allows users to benefit from an enhanced range of features 

as a result of the new, modernised interface, which is designed to be as user-friendly 

as possible. Customers can choose to access their account transactions either with or 

without a Token by using the exclusive Quick Banking app. Quick Banking brings 

together two functions: Quick View and Quick Transfer. The first allows customers to 

view their account balances and cards without having to enter their PIN and the 

second allows them to perform quick cash transfers from their mobile (PIN required, 

Token not required). 

 

BIL was one of the first banks to leverage the LuxTrust electronic signature to allow 

its customers to carry out not only basic transactions but also operations such as 

changing their address or requesting a bank card without having to visit a BIL branch. 

 

BIL is now going one step further, offering its customers the possibility to change 

transaction limits on transfers and standing orders through LuxTrust as well as on 

payments carried out via Quick Banking and Digicash. This exclusive feature of 

BILnet allows users to conduct secure banking transactions instantly and efficiently 

without having to use a Token. 
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About Banque Internationale à Luxembourg (BIL): 
 
Founded in 1856, Banque Internationale à Luxembourg (BIL) is the oldest private bank in the Grand 
Duchy. It has always played an active role in developing the main phases of the Luxembourg economy 
and currently operates in retail, private and corporate banking, as well as on the financial markets. 
 
With more than 2,000 employees, BIL is present in the financial centres of Luxembourg, Belgium 
(since 2013), Switzerland (since 1984), Singapore (since 1982), Denmark (since 2000) and the Middle 
East (since 2005). 
 
For more information, please contact: 
 
Tom Anen 
Banque Internationale à Luxembourg SA 
69, route d’Esch, L-2953 Luxembourg 
Tel.: +352 4590 3879 
Email: tom.anen@bil.com 
Website: www.bil.com 
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